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Abstract: Energy Efficient is a critical interest of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Through data
aggregation, energy efficient will be enhanced by sifting incorrectly data and consolidation repetitive
ones. On the off chance that invalid transmitting is chopped down, the nodes' energy will be devoured
and the use of wireless channel will be expanded. Demarcation data aggregation algorithm is a
standout amongst the most efficient research fields to enhance WSNs' execution. In this paper, another
data aggregation algorithm named Data Aggregation Protocol Based Dynamic Routing (DAPBDR) is
proposed. DAPBDR works based on network layer of WSNs, which has gotten changes routing yet
very little consideration, is given to timing issue. So we have principally attempted to lessen deferral
and overhead and furthermore have endeavored to give a proposal to ensure whether the sum total of
what data have been collected or not to make data aggregation more efficient. This research work
paper finishes up with believable future research regions.
Keywords: Dynamic routing, data aggregation, wireless sensor networks, packet loss, delay
and energy.

1 Introduction
Wireless sensor is accumulation of hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes; in this way it has various
applications, for example, intrusion acknowledgment, fire recognizable proof, living space checking,
and condition watching and natural hazard area [1]. Regularly sensor nodes are low-controlled
identifying contraptions with, less computational purpose of restriction, obliged memory and
correspondence assets [2]. Wireless sensor networks have unassuming gadgets subsequently assets are
to an extraordinary degree constrained. Clearing proportion of criticalness required for transmitting
data and enduring data from node to node, it comparably relies upon parcel between nodes. Essential
issue in WSN is to broaden the lifetime of framework that can be enhanced with the assistance of data
aggregation instrument. Data indicate instrument is the procedure of gathering of data starting from
various neighboring sensor node and expelling excess from data after that send those data to base
station with authentic directing framework in perspective of which update the general execution of
framework and lift lifetime of framework.
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Figure. 1. WSN Data Aggregation
Data aggregation process executes incessantly owing to which enhances the transmission
limit and essentialness use, it may unconstructively purpose behind other introduction estimations, for
instance, adjustment to inward disappointment, deferral and precision, et cetera [1]. Rule purpose of
data aggregation mechanical get together to sorts data and make parcels additional spatially despite
briefly joined to reduce Average Number of Transaction (ANT). For instance, in [3], if no under two
sorts of sensors, for example, weight sensors, activity sensor is working in an equivalent space. The
bundles conveyed by the sensor nodes are transmitted to base station. Quality is portrayed as
affirmation of bundle [4]. In this paper we utilize Attribute Aware Data Aggregation i.e. it saw the
kind of bundles. If bundle having practically identical trait by then apply Aggregation part on that
node. In spite of the way that the arranging system proposed in [3] guarantees that all the parcel of
near Attribute collect all other at same time for Aggregation. Static coordinating is depict as indicated
by portray path between source node to objective node and that is set on account of which happen an
inconvenience, for instance, activity combination, parcel misfortune, bundle delay and whatnot.
Dynamic guiding is depicted as way can be picked at the run time of bundle from source to objective
[5]. To outline the dynamic controlling, first we comprehend that the coordinating metric that can be
settled on node significance, is settled what number of number of ricochet is require achieving sink
node, is considered to guarantee bundles achieve the sink finally. In addition, the metric must be
appropriate with the bundle quality. Lit up by the likelihood of pheromone, which will be drop in
transit where the ants appreciate a relief, in underground dreadful little creature district [6], we draw a
similarity between the pheromone and the bundle characteristic [7].
2. Related Research Works
2.1 Data Aggregation and Static Routing
Routing plans in present data aggregation protocols are static, that is, the way data will stream to sink
is resolved before data being gathered. Present data aggregation protocols for the most part based on
three sorts of routing plans which separately compose sensor networks into clusters, a chain or a tree.
Cluster-based data aggregation protocols compose sensor nodes into clusters, a Chain, a tree.
Cluster has an assigned sensor node as the cluster head which totals data from every one of the
sensors in the cluster and transmits the succinct process to the sink. The ordinary precedents are
LEACH [8] and HEED [9]. The particular of these two protocols are the strategy for choosing cluster
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heads. Filters expect every one of the nodes have same measure of energy limit in every decision
round. The fundamental objective of HEED is to frame efficient clusters for amplifying network
lifetime. Cluster – head determination is based on a blend of node lingering energy of every node and
an optional parameter which relies upon the node vicinity to its neighbours or node degree [10].
Contrasted and the plan that all the sensor nodes straightforwardly transmit every one of the data to
sink, cluster-based data aggregation protocols lessen the measure of data that is transmitted to the sink
and therefore spare energy [11].
One weakness of cluster-based data aggregation protocols is that if sensor nodes are far from
their cluster head, they may consume extreme energy in correspondence. Advance enhancements in
energy proficiency can be gotten if sensors transmit just to close neighbours.
Chain-based data aggregation protocols sort out sensor nodes as a chain along which data
stream to sink. The key thought behind chain-based data aggregation is that every node transmits just
to its nearest neighbour. The chain can be developed by utilizing a ravenous algorithm or the sink can
decide the chain in a brought together way. Avaricious chain arrangements accept that all nodes have
worldwide learning of the network. A commonplace chain-based data aggregation protocol PEGASIS
utilize the eager algorithm to build the chain. The separations that the vast majority of the nodes
transmit are considerably less contrasted with LEACH, in which nodes transmit to its cluster head.
Henceforth, PEGASIS protocol has impressive energy reserve funds contrasted with LEACH.
Tree-based data aggregation protocols sort out sensor nodes into a tree where data
aggregation is performed at moderate nodes along the tree and a compact portrayal of the data is
transmitted to the root node which is typically the sink. One of the principle parts of tree-based
networks is the development of an energy efficient data-aggregation tree.
However, present tree-based routing plans will decide routing ways just by thinking of some
as steady parameters, for example, separates between nodes, leftover energy of nodes et cetera. The
routing ways can't change with the range and substance of gathered data and in this way won't make
data aggregation efficient [12].
2.2 Data Aggregation Protocol Based On Dynamic Routing (DAPBDR)
Data aggregation has been proposed as one technique for lessening energy utilization in sensor
networks. One basic factor in data aggregation is routing. The vast majority of the present routing
plans for data aggregation are on the whole static and hence can't change when data parcels streaming
to sink. The dynamic routing in DAPBDR is based on two potential fields: Depth potential field and
DA line length potential field [13]. Profundity potential field is to make parcels streaming to sink and
DA line length potential field is to make bundles more moved in spate and along these lines data
aggregation will be more efficient. Re-enactments in 100m*100m network demonstrate that
DAPBDR is 10 times superior to protocol without data aggregation and 2 times superior to data
aggregation protocols based on briefest past tree as far as energy utilization.
Two principle issues should be considered to plan a data aggregation protocol: routing plan
and timing plan. Routing plan decides the way along which bundles stream to sink. Timing plan
decides when aggregation will be executed. In DAPBDR, routing will sort out a few nodes in sensor
network into a tree. Each parent will sit tight parcels from its kids for a particular time as indicated by
the planning plan and afterward execute aggregation.
In DAPBDR protocol, routing of bundles is controlled by the half and half potential field.
There is a line, called DA line which stores data parcels that will be collected. A long DA line of a
node shows that the node is a decent place to execute aggregation since data aggregation will be more
efficient regarding energy utilization if data parcels are more amassed in space. Henceforth, two
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potential fields: profundity potential field and line length potential field has been built. Profundity
potential field is to guarantee the heading of data streaming is from testing nodes to sink.
Furthermore, line length potential field is to make data parcels streaming to nodes with long DA line
length so data bundles are amassed in spate and along these lines to make data aggregation more
efficient. Here, it is accepted that every one of the bundles in sensor network can be totalled. At the
end of the day, there is just a single application in the sensor network [10].
3 DAPBDR Optimization
In event-driven WSNs, data aggregation inside occasion zones can diminish the measure of innetwork data, sparing energy spent on data transmission. Clustering nodes that have recognized
occasions is an advantageous and generally utilized instrument to help data aggregation. In the event
that full-aggregation happens both all through occasion zones, such applications as checking the most
extreme or least surrounding temperature, the average force of light et cetera, building an appropriate
routing structure to advance the data aggregation is equivalent to finding a rough Steiner Tree based
on occasion nodes. The dynamic routing algorithm for data-aggregation advancement (DRA) is
explained here, which can manufacture a surmised Steiner Tree based on occasion nodes dynamically
to accomplish better data aggregation with low control overhead [14].
In DAPBDR, routing of packets is determined by the hybrid potential field. There is a queue,
called DA queue which stores data packets that will be aggregated. A long DA queue of a node
indicates that the node is a good place to execute aggregation because data aggregation will be more
efficient in terms of energy consumption if data packets are more concentrated in spate. Hence, two
potential fields: depth potential field and queue length potential field has been constructed. Depth
potential field is to ensure the direction of data flowing is from sampling nodes to sink. And queue
length potential field is to make data packets flowing to nodes with long DA queue length so that data
packets are concentrated in spate and thus to make data aggregation more efficient. Here, it is
assumed that all the packets in sensor network can be aggregated. In other words, there is only one
application in the sensor network.
3.1 Network Initialization Phase
Subsequent to conveying sensor nodes to the checking field, a most brief path tree estimated by
hops(we call it Hop-Tree) is worked by the Sink flooding a Hop Configuration Message (HCM). A
HCM is a 3-tuple as < Type, ID, HTS >, where Type determines HCM message, ID is the identifier of
the HCM forwarder, HTS (Hop-To-Sink) is the separation by which the HCM message has passed.
Every node holds a few fields as needs be: NH (the Next Hop in the routing structure for the entire
network), ID (the IDentifier of the node), and HTS (the Hops from the node To the Sink). Jump Tree
building algorithm is,
1. The Sink floods an HCM message with HTS=0
2. For each node u that received an HCM message
3. If HTS (u)> HTS (HCM)+1
4. NH (u)=ID(HCM);
5. HTS (u)=HTS (HCM)+1;
ID(HCM)=ID(u);
HTS(HCM)= HTS(u);
6. u retransmits the HCM message to its neighbors;
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At first, the HTS of the Sink is 0 and others ∞. On getting a HCM, any node contrasts its HTS
and the HTS in the HCM. In the event that there is a shorter path to the Sink, the node will refresh the
significant data and retransmit the HCM. Something else, they got HCM will be disposed of. This
procedure runs more than once until a Hop-Tree established at the Sink is manufactured.
3.2 Clustering Phase
On the off chance that an occasion happens, a cluster based on the nodes distinguishing it will be
framed in a circulated way. A cluster head is in charge of its cluster individuals and totals data in the
cluster. Step by step instructions to choose a legitimate cluster head are the key procedure in
clustering stage. There are a few measurements for head decision, for example, most extreme node
degree, greatest remaining energy, least node identifier (ID) et al... For simplicity of correlation, the
paper embraces the head decision metric utilized by InFRA: the node with the base ID will be the
cluster head. Clustering algorithm is,
1. For each node u that detected the event
2. u sends a DM to its neighbors and waits for a proper time to receive DMs;
3. If ID(u) is smaller than any ID(v)
4. Role(u)=CH; CH_ID1(u)=ID(u); CH_ID2(u)=NULL;
5. Else
6. Role(u)=CM; CH_ID1(u)=NULL; CH_ID2(u)=w;
7. If Role(u)==CH
8. u broadcasts a CA within the event scope;
9. While u receives a CA
10. If CH_ID1(u)==NULL
11. If CH_ID2(u)<CH_ID(CA)
12. u discards the CA;
13. Else
14. CH_ID1(u)=CH_ID(CA);
15. NH_C(u)=S_ID(CA);
16. S_ID(CA)=u;
17. u retransmits the CA;
18. Else
19. If CH_ID1(u)>CH_ID(CA)
20. Do the same operations as shown in Lines 14-17;
21. Else
22. u discards the CA;
In this stage, every node trades Detecting Messages (DMs) with its neighbors to make sense
of the occasion recognition circumstance and the competitor cluster heads crusade for the formal
cluster head by methods for Cluster-head Announcement message (CA). DM and CA are both 3-tuple
as <Type, ID, E_ID> and <Type, CH_ID, S_ID> separately, where Type determines DM/CA
message, ID is the identifier of the sender, E_ID distinguishes the occasion, CH_ID indicates the
cluster head, and S_ID is the identifier of the CA forwarder. Correspondingly, every node holds 4
fields: Role (Cluster Head<CH> or Cluster Member<CM>), CH_ID1 (the ID of formal cluster head),
CH_ID2 (the ID of brief cluster head), and NH_C(next jump in the cluster).
On checking an occasion, any node makes sense of the circumstance of occasion observing
and IDs of its neighbors by trading DMs. On the off chance that its ID is the littlest, it will progress
toward becoming applicant cluster head. Else, it ought to be cluster part and set its impermanent
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cluster head the neighbor who has the littlest ID, as appeared in Lines 3-6. At that point, the nodes
whose Role is CH send CAs. By sending CAs, the node with the littlest ID will turn into the cluster
head and intra-cluster routing structure will be worked in the meantime, or, in other words Lines 9-22.

Figure. 2. Sample Process for Clustering.

Figure 2 demonstrate the example procedure for clustering 10 nodes conveyed as Fig. 2(a).
To begin with, every node chooses whether it turns into an applicant cluster head or not by trading
DMs. As appeared in Figure 2(b), node 1, 2 and 3 progress toward becoming applicant cluster heads
and others cluster individuals. At that point, as appeared in Figure 2(c), node 1, 2 and 3 convey their
CAs to battle for cluster head. Node 4 and 5 get a CA individually from node 1, and change their
CH_ID1 to 1 and NH_C to 1. Node 6, 7 and 8 work comparatively, setting CH_ID1 to 2, 2, 3 and
NH_C to 2, 2, 3 separately. Next, node 4 and 5 retransmit a CA separately appeared in Fig. 2(d). CAs
gotten by node 1, 4 and 5 are disposed of. Node 6 refreshes its CH_ID1 to 1 and NH_C to 4 because
of the littler ID of cluster head advised by the got CA. Node 7 and 8 act comparatively, both
refreshing CH_ID1 to 1 and NH_C to 5. Fig. 2(e)- (f) demonstrate the comparative tasks of the 10
nodes, not clarified over and over here.
3.3 Route Update Phase
The cluster head should report its data to the Sink along the current Hop-Tree when clustering
completions or occasion closes. From that point onward, the Sink communicates the cluster head data
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with a power solid enough to tell each node the circumstance about cluster heads. Any node that gets
cluster head data figures the total of separation to cluster heads as indicated by equation (1).
distance_CHs(v)=



distance(v,CH)

(1)

CH CH _ Set

Where CH_Set is the arrangement of cluster heads, remove (v, CH) is the Euclidean
separation from node v to cluster head CH, and distance_CHs(v) is the aggregate of separations from
node v to the cluster heads.

Figure. 3. Routing structure (a) shortest path tree (b) our strategy
Every node ought to pick its neighbor closer the Sink as the following bounce. On the off
chance that there are a few competitors, the one with the littlest distance_CHs will win. Fig. 3
demonstrates the routing structure with three occasions, while (a) portraying the system of briefest
path tree based on cluster heads and (b) demonstrating our routing refresh procedure. The numbers
close to nodes speak to HTS and the bolts bring up the following bounces. From Fig. 3(b), we can see
that our system can prompt a most limited path tree with more prominent path cover for better data
aggregation (an inexact Steiner Tree).
1. If an event occurs or finishes
2. The cluster head of the event will report the case to the Sink;
3. The Sink broadcasts the cluster head information to the whole network;
4. Each node calculates its distance_CHs;
5. Node u finds a neighbor v who satisfies: distance_CHs(v)= min{distance_CHs(w) | w
ϵ Neighbor(u), HTS(w)<HTS(u)};
6. NH(u)=v;
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3.4 Data Transmission Phase
The data transmission of DRA comprises of intra-cluster and between cluster data transmission. Intracluster data transmission happens inside a cluster and data is transmitted from cluster individuals to
the cluster head as per NH_C. Between cluster data transmission is in charge of transmitting data from
cluster heads to the Sink with the assistance of NH. Because of the cluster head race based on ID, now
and again, the following bounce of a cluster head may be its cluster part, prompting data back spread
and misuse of energy. With the end goal to keep away from data back spread, we receive job
movement like the one utilized by InFRA. At the point when such case happens, any related node just
updates its NH_C with NH and adjusts the Role in like manner to ensure that data can be transmitted
inside cluster ordinarily and routed out of cluster accurately while maintaining a strategic distance
from data back proliferation. Amid the data transmission, regardless of inside or outside cluster, once
a few data meet at a similar node, they will be collected completely.
4 Performance Evaluation
Another framework parameter examination is being enhanced the circumstance the proposed and
existing protocols. Parameters like deferral, bundle drop and energy are showed up at for the proposed
and the present protocols.
Delay: It is portrayed as the typical time taken by the packet to accomplish the server node from the
customer node. The routing protocol ought to make sure that the delay rehearsed by the data packets
in the specially appointed network is littlest sum and a brilliant execution is ensured dependably [1516].
Delay = Number of transmitted packets / Time taken for Simulation

Figure. 4. Performance of Delay
Packet Drop/Loss: Packet loss happens when at least one packets of data traversing a PC network
neglect to achieve their goal. Packet loss is either caused by mistakes in data transmission, regularly
crosswise over wireless networks or network clog. Packet loss is estimated as a level of packets lost
concerning packets sent [17-18].
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Figure. 5. Performance of Packet Loss
Energy: Energy management in WSNs is characterized as the arrangement of standards to oversee
different energy supply instruments and after that efficient utilization of the gave energy in a sensor
node. The general point ought to be to oversee energy so that no node progresses toward becoming
energy lacking and the network is operational never-endingly [19-20].

Figure. 6. Performance of Energy
Table.1 Performance Evaluation of DAPBDR
Average Transmission Delay (mS)

Packet Drop

BQS (%)

Nodes
Existing

Proposed

Existing Proposed Existing Proposed

5

150

60

150

60

19

2

10

160

45

180

75

29

5

15

210

65

250

87

39

13
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20

190

90

340

90

49

19

25

200

95

400

145

53

24

30

250

130

470

199

68

34

Table.1 shows the performance of DAPBDR for various parameters like average transmission delay,
packet drop and BQS in both existing and for proposed work.
5 Conclusion
This paper proposed a data aggregation protocol based on dynamic routing as an energy-efficient
component for spread data in wireless sensor networks. Routing paths in present data aggregation
protocols are for the most part static, that is, they are resolved before data being gathered. Sensor
network is utilized to monitor circumstances. For the most part, sensors that observed circumstances
are randomly situated in network and chances are that data packages will stream to sink along various
paths. Packets are moved in spate to make aggregation more efficient and therefore potential-based
dynamic routing scheme that builds not just a intensity potential field which is static yet additionally a
DA queue length potential field also builds, which is dynamic. DAPBDR algorithm can modernize
the effectiveness of data aggregation and reduction the control overhead over building and looking
after routes, prompting energy-efficient data routing and gathering. Algorithm study and analyses
show that DRA is compelling on data aggregation and it is 90% better than existing methods.
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